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The CoLAB Project
Collaborating

Paired up with Autism charity Sparkle 
Sheffield, we were given the brief to create 
a piece that would allow people to better 
understand stimming. Stimming is a way for 
autistic people to regulate their emotions, 
through physical movements like shaking 
their hands, biting their fingers or jumping up 
and down. We were eager to create a piece 
that would foster inclusion for autistic people 
and accept stimming as a normal activity in 
everyday life. 

Process
Our project was very much research lead, as 
we’d gathered primary research from autistic 
individuals and their family. This allowed 
us to make informed decisions, and create 
an outcome that was honest to an autistic 
persons perspective. We’d also looked into 
colour theory and illustration style, finding 
that autistic people responded to pastel 
colours more positively than bold primary 
colours. 

Proposal
In the timeframe of 3 weeks, we’d proposed 
a card based, decision lead activity game. 
This consisted of 3 main characters, that 
would follow a typical school day. The leader 
of the session would read out a situation 
card, followed by a decision card, that would 
prompt the group to discuss why or why not 
this might be the most appropriate solution to 
the situation. Once the group has decided on 
a solution, the teacher chooses the relevant 
result card, and the class can reflect on their 
decisions throughout the game. This would 
be used in a tool kit to raise awareness 
and empathy for autistic people, and could 
be developed further into an animation or 
follow on audio track.

My	Contribution
Throughout CoLAB I built on my teamworking 
and collaboration skills. It gave me an 
opportunity to voice my ideas to a group and 
work on my organisation skills. I was able to 
work on my illustration skills, and expand my 
knowledge beyond interiors and architecture. 
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Storyboard and Final Cards
CoLAB



Autistic child
Jamie

Neuro-typical child
Holly

Meet the characters.

School teacher
Mr Smith

Meet Mr Smith, he is the 
teacher in our wonderful 

school. His favourite subject to 
teach is maths, he loves cheese.

CHARACTER 

This is Jamie, he is in year 4 at 
school. He is just like all the 

other kids apart from he has 
autism. He’s lots of fun!

CHARACTER 

Jamie knows that if he stims by 
banging his hands on his chest it 
will clam him down. He is worried 
others will laugh at him. Should 

he?

DECISION

In class it helps Jamie 
concentrate if he listens to the 

same song on repeat. The other 
kids aren’t allowed earphones 
but Jamie is. Should he listen 
even if the other kids notice?

DECISION

Jamie is waiting at the bus stop 
for his bus to arrive. It is very 

boring and nothing is 
happening.

SITUATION

In lesson Mr Smith asks Jamie a 
question and Jamie knows the 
answer right away. This makes 

Jamie excited!

SITUATION

In the last lesson of the day, 
Holly is really bored and decides 
to throw a pencil at Jamie, this 

really upsets Jamie.

SITUATION

Jamie is playing cards at lunch 
and he winning! This makes him 

very excited and he is having 
lots of fun.

SITUATION

Jamie was comfortable enough 
to stim throughout the day, he 

knew that the other kids 
understand he needs to. He is 

happy at the end of the day!

RESULT

Jamie felt like he couldn’t stim all 
day because the other kids 

laughed at him in the morning. 
Jamie had a meltdown at the 

end of the day because he 
couldn’t be himself.

RESULT




